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INT. NEWSROOM - DAY
Lots of noise, activity, energy and passion. SHEP
(Shepard) moves with determination across the broad room
eventually landing at the desk of STORCH who seems almost
immune to the surroundings, tilted back in his chair
holding a pencil to his mouth while staring at his
computer screen.
SHEP
Did you get through to... (SCANNING THEIR
NOTES) was it... Alvin... something?
(FINDS IT) Ing! Alvin Ing. What’d he say?
Shep looks up from her notes and sees Storch still
focused on his screen.
SHEP (CONT’D)
Storch! Was he willing to -STORCH
How are you on baseball managers? (SHOOTS
SHEP A QUICK LOOK) Not as a romantic
option, of course, too... I don’t know gum-chewey maybe. Some New York team.
There’s more than one, right?
Alvin Ing.

SHEP

STORCH
Not enough letters. Also, pretty sure
they have some strict policies against
Asians managing baseball teams. At least
in New York. Which, if you ask me, is
ridiculous considering how much the
Japanese people have embraced the sport.
SHEP
Okay, who do you know?
STORCH
Uhh... I know quite a few people, Shep.
Did you want me to start listing
alphabetically, or...?
SHEP
How is it you even still have a job here?
As far as I can tell you do practically
nothing. You take 4 hours to finish the
Tuesday crossword puzzle. You rarely show
up at staff meetings. And you still use a
-- (GRABBING) pencil!
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STORCH
Okay, first - it’s not always who you
know. Sometimes it’s who knows you. In my
case that’s millions of readers - many of
whom are considerate enough to actually
send fan mail. To me. Here. Where that
little fact actually does not go
unnoticed.
SHEP
You parade the mailbag around like you’d
won an Oscar.
STORCH
I think it’s important for the lesser
journalists to have someone to aspire to.
Second - I realize it may seem like the
crosswords are easier earlier in the week
-SHEP
Cause they are. It takes me longer to
finish my doughnut than any weekday
crossword.
STORCH
Be that as it may - if they would remove
arcane sports trivia -- Third - shocker doughnuts are bad for you. No, wait.
That’s out of order. Third - staff
meetings are only really necessary if you
need to be taught how to do your job.
SHEP
Which you obviously don’t.
STORCH
(POINTING TO BASKET OF MAIL) Obviously.
And fourth - (INDICATES PENCIL THAT SHEP
HOLDS BY THE ERASER END) - not sure you
want to be holding that end of it.
Shep reacts and throws the pencil onto the desk.
Eugh.

SHEP

STORCH
Well. This’s been fun. Stop by any time.
Ing.

SHEP
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STORCH
Like a dog with a bone, aren’t you?
SHEP
Did you even try to get ahold of him?
STORCH
Shep, Shep, Shep. Can I call you Shep?
Trying is for… people that try. Sorry,
totally lost that one. No, like an
impressively short friend of mine once
said, try not - do. Weird speech pattern.
Think he was Slavic.
SHEP
Okay -- ignoring your ridiculously dated
pop-culture references -- just --please
tell me you got through to Mr. Ing.
STORCH
Don’t insult me, Shep. I’m just starting
to like you. (LOOKS UP AT LARGE CLOCK IN
ROOM) And it’s time to get your game face
on. In ten minutes you need to prove to
Mr. Ing that you’re the ace field
reporter he should blow his whistle to.
SHEP
You’re shitting me.
STORCH
I never shit, Shep. That came out wrong.
Let’s go -Storch rises, grabs his coat and starts moving.
STORCH (CONT’D)
Alcohol awaits.
SHEP
Don’t tell me...
STORCH
Seedy bars. Every crack reporter’s second
home.
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